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Warranty Information:

All products sold by Torched Products
are guaranteed against defects in
workmanship and materials for the
original purchaser. This warranty is
non-transferable. This warranty is
voided (as determined by Torched
Products) by misuse, abuse, improper
maintenance, or alterations of the
product. All guarantee claims should
be directed to Torched Products.
Claims should be sent prepaid and
insured including return postage.
Torched Products reserves the right
to the repair or replacement of a
product at our discretion.
Most products we carry come with a
one year warranty. Some items, as
noted come with a lifetime warranty.
As with allwarranties, the item must
be presented in original packaging
with a copy of the receipt.

Return Policy:

We will gladly accept the return of
products that are defective due to
defects in manufacturing and/or
workmanship for 30 days from the
date of purchase. Fulfillment mistakes
resulting in the shipment of incorrect
product will also be accepted for
return 30 days from the date of
purchase.

Handmade Product Disclaimer:

Every item we make is a unique, one-of
-a-kind masterpiece. Due to this
process, there may be a slight variation
from one item to the next. Such
variations are inherent in the
manufacturing of handmade products,
so you may expect minor distinctions
that will make your purchase special
and truly one of a kind. Our products
are shown through images and
descriptions as accurately as possible.

Follow Us:

@torchedproducts

At Torched Products, we are dedicated to producing high-quality
products at reasonable prices.  Our products are made in the USA,
providing jobs to American workers.  We love coming to work,
coming up with new ideas, and sharing them with our customers
around the world.  To us this isn’t a job, it is a passion, and we are
thrilled you are taking the journey with us.
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TORCHED CANDLES

- 8 oz. soy wax blend
- 60 hr burn time
- Amber Beer Bottles

BBC-12

BEER
CANDLE

- 11 oz. soy wax blend
- 80 hr burn time
- Amber Bomber Bottles

BBC-22

BOMBER
CANDLE

- 28 oz. soy wax blend
- 200 hr burn time
- Amber Growler Bottles

GC-64

GROWLER
CANDLE
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Crafted from amber beer bottles & clear liquor bottles, these
unique soy wax blend candles are inspired by tasting notes of
craft beer, ciders & aged bourbon. These candles are hand-
cut, which gives the containers a distinctive shape. Perfect for
any beer or liquor lover out there, as well as providing a touch
of unique home décor.

TORCHED CANDLES

Choose from 16 Craft Beer Scents:

Torched Spirits
Bourbon Whiskey

- 25 oz. soy wax blend
- 120 hr burn time
- Unique wood case

TS-BB



- Dims: 23" x 10.5"
BCT-BEER

- Dims: 23" x 8"
BCT-BOTTLE

- Dims: 23.5" x 14"
BCT-FOOTBALL

- Dims: 23" x 10.5"
BCT-MAN-CAVE

- Dims: 23" x 14"
BCT-USA

- Dims: 23" x 14"
BCT-STATE
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BEER CAP TRAPS
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- Dims: 11.5" x 23"
WCT-WG

- Dims: 23" x 14"
WCT-USA

- Dims: 23" x 14"
WCT-STATE

WINE CORK TRAPS
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SHADOW BOXES

- Colors: Gray & Black
- Dims : 13" x 13" x 3.5"
- Holds Up To 500 Caps

ALL 50 STATES AVAILABLE

UV-SB-TYP

STATE BEER
TYPOGRAPHY

UV-SB-DBFH

DRINK BEER
FROM HERE

UV-SB-DWFH

DRINK WINE
FROM HERE



SB-B-CHEERSSB-B-WG

SB-B-PG

SB-B-LSGWSB-B-RC SB-B-KCDB

SB-B-LHMW SB-B-KCDW

SB-B-DTST
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BLACK SHADOW BOXES



SB-G-CHEERSSB-G-WG

SB-G-PG

SB-G-LSGWSB-G-RC SB-G-KCDB

SB-G-LHMW SB-G-KCDW

SB-G-DTST
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GRAY SHADOW BOXES
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- Set of 4 Coasters
- 50 States Available

UV-CO-DBFH
- Set of 4 Coasters
- Censored is Available

UV-CO-DFUTT

DRINK BEER FROM HERE             -            DON’T FUCK UP THE TABLE

- Set of 4 Coasters
- Censored is Available

UV-CO-DFUTT
- Set of 4 Coasters
- 50 States Available

UV-CO-TYP

DON’T F*CK UP THE TABLE             -            STATE TYPOGRAPHY DEISGN

UV PRINTED COASTERS
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- Sweet Home Ornament
- 50 States Available

OR-HSH

- Holds 1 Beer Cap
- 50 States Available

OR-BCT
- Holds 1 Wine Cork
- 50 States Available

OR-WCT

BEER CAP ORNAMENT                 -                 WINE CORK ORNAMENT

HOME SWEET HOME ORNAMENT 

ORNAMENTS



MAGNETIC BOTTLE OPENER

This bottle opener comes in handy
pretty much everywhere. Using rare
earth magnets, this bottle opener will
catch every cap! It will hold over 100
caps until you need to clear them off
and start over again because this is
'MERICA. This is a must-have for every
man cave, kitchen, workshop, or bar!
If you don't have anything metal, then
simply hang it up with the keyhole slots
on the back. 

- Holds over 100 caps
- Made from solid wood
- Size: 5” W / 12” H / 1.75” D
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BO-W-TYP BO-W-DBFH



BO-W-DTST BO-W-DOGBEERS BO-W-FLAG BO-W-PERIODICBEER

BO-W-BARSTOOL BO-W-WISH BO-W-BEERSEASON BO-W-BEERFRIENDS

MAGNETIC BOTTLE OPENER
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- Six 1 oz. Shot Glasses
- Cut from Beer Bottles

BSG-D6

SHOT GLASS DECK

- One 1 oz. Shot Glass
- Cut from Beer Bottles

BSG

BEER SHOT GLASS

hs-hh
A robust blend of habanero
peppers with garlic and
hints of citrus.

HABANERO HOMEBREW

hs-fp
A fusion of fiery flavors
to awaken your taste buds
using four different peppers.

FOUR PEPPER QUAD

hs-ts
A sweet, yet firey, heat with
hints of pineapple and
tropical fruit.

TROPICAL SHANDY

hs-sp
A combo of tomatillo and
chipotle with jerk seasonings
and hints of citrus.

SMOKED PORTER
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BARWARE & HOT SAUCES
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31”

16”

KEG-STOOL

• Weather proof design.
• Cutout in front for resting your
   feet. You can also store your
   purse/personal items inside
   or fill the bottom with ice and
   cold beer. You never have to
   get up for a beer again! 
• As you open your beers, push
   the caps into the top to secure
   them. This creates a very cool
   stool top that is both cool and
   comfortable!  
• The base swivels 360 degrees.
   Made with the toughest hardware
   for hard continuous use. 
• Black trim softens the edge and
   is removable for cleaning. 
• Top is also removable for cleaning.

KEG STOOLS
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